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Abstract 1 
Hybrid wave farms, consisting of different types of Wave Energy Converters (WECs), have rarely 2 
been investigated so far. In this work we propose a hybrid wave farm consisting of Oscillating 3 
Water Columns (OWCs) and point-absorbers (PAs), and develop a semi-analytical model of the 4 
interaction between this hybrid wave farm and the incident wave field. The OWCs and PAs are 5 
modelled as truncated cylinders with and without moonpools, respectively, each with its own outer 6 
radius, inner radius, draft and mass. The hydrodynamic model solves the wave diffraction and 7 
radiation problems using linear potential flow theory and the methods of separation of variables 8 
and eigen-function matching. The independent oscillations of each WEC in any degree of freedom, 9 
including both translating and rotating modes, together with the pressure fluctuations of the air 10 
inside each OWC chamber, are all accounted for. The model is successfully validated based on 11 
numerical data, and thereupon applied to two configurations of the hybrid wave farm. We find that 12 
the excitation volume flux/forces are strongly dependent on the incident wave direction, the 13 
spacing between the WECs and, more generally, the configuration of the farm. The hydrodynamic 14 
coefficients, especially those of the PAs, are sensitive to the spacing and configuration. 15 
Notwithstanding the interest of these results in relation to the selection of the optimum 16 
configuration and WEC spacing of the hybrid wave farm for specific locations (with specific 17 
prevailing wave directions), the interest of this work lies in the semi-analytical model itself, which 18 
is found to be efficient in modelling the interaction of the hybrid wave farm and the wave field, 19 
and can be used in future wave farm projects. 20 
 21 
Keywords: Wave energy, Oscillating water column, Point-absorber, Wave excitation volume 22 
flux/forces, Hydrodynamic coefficients, semi-analytical model. 23 
 24 
1. Introduction 25 
Generated by wind, ocean waves may be regarded as a concentrated form of solar energy. 26 
The wave energy resource has been assessed in a number of areas, and the overall conclusion is 27 
that the resource is vast, but its spatial and temporal variability is considerable (e.g., Iuppa et al., 28 
2015; López et al., 2015a; Carballo et al., 2015a, 2015b; Khojasteh et al., 2018). The variability 29 
may be reduced for the sake of power production by combining wave energy with other 30 
renewables (Fusco et al., 2010; Astariz and Iglesias, 2016). In any case, harnessing wave power 31 
efficiently still represents a formidable technical challenge, which has inspired inventors and 32 
researchers since 1799 (e.g., Ross, 1995; Drew et al., 2009; Falcão, 2010; López et al., 2013; 33 
Zheng et al., 2015, 2016a, 2016b; Zheng and Zhang, 2017a, 2017b; Mustapa et al., 2017). This 34 
challenge is being tackled at present, with intensive technological developments under way.  35 
The wave power that can be absorbed by a single Wave Energy Converter (WEC) is naturally 36 
limited. If wave energy is to provide a significant contribution to the energy mix, wave farms, i.e. 37 
arrays of WECs, must be deployed (Falcão, 2010). Unlike a single WEC working in isolation, the 38 
evaluation of the performance of a wave farm is all the more complex because of the 39 
hydrodynamic interaction between the WECs in the farm, which is significantly influenced by the 40 
dimensions and layout of the WECs, the incident wave direction and other parameters.  41 
In this work a wave farm, consisting of different WECs (and hereafter referred to as a hybrid 42 
wave farm) is considered. More specifically, Oscillating Water Columns (OWCs) and 43 
point-absorbers (PAs) are considered. Both are at the forefront of the technological race in wave 44 
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energy, and are the object of intensive R&D efforts (e.g., López and Iglesias, 2014; Sheng et al., 1 
2014, 2015a, 2015b; López et al., 2015b; Pereiras et al., 2015; Viviano et al., 2016; Flavià et al., 2 
2017).  3 
Analytical methods are generally efficient for providing a quick and accurate performance 4 
estimation of a wave farm consisting of WECs with simple geometries. Siddorn and Eatock Taylor 5 
(2008) gave the semi-analytical solution of wave diffraction and radiation from an array of 6 
floating cylinders with a view to an application in the field of wave energy, although neither 7 
motion nor power values were calculated. The following year, Garnaud and Mei (2009) presented 8 
an analytical study to evaluate power extraction by a compact array of small buoys, with spacings 9 
well below the typical wavelength. A circular array was found to be advantageous, with better 10 
efficiency over a broad range of frequencies than a single large buoy of equal volume. The 11 
semi-analytical method adopted by Siddorn and Eatock Taylor (2008) was later employed by 12 
Child and Venugopal (2010) to investigate the effects induced by the spatial configuration of an 13 
array of heave PAs, which are modelled by heaving truncated cylinders. More recently, a 14 
semi-analytical model for heaving PAs was also presented by Göteman (2017), whereas the PAs in 15 
this model can be either truncated cylinders or cylinders with moonpools. The results showed that 16 
the total power absorption could be improved if the wave farm consisted of devices of different 17 
dimensions. Apart from the study on an array of PAs, hydrodynamic analysis of an array of 18 
vertical axisymmetric OWCs, either restrained or freely floating, can also be carried out with 19 
semi-analytical method (Konispoliatis and Mavrakos, 2016). Theoretical analysis revealed the 20 
wave farm with restrained OWCs performed better in capturing wave power than that with 21 
floating OWCs. In addition to either OWCs or PAs, a farm consisting of a periodic array of large 22 
flap-type WECs was also analytically investigated by Renzi and Dias (2013a; 2013b) and Sarkar 23 
et al. (2014). Unlike a line of heaving buoys, an array of flap-type WECs was found to be capable 24 
of exploiting the resonance of the transverse modes, resulting in high capture factor levels (Renzi 25 
and Dias, 2013a). The analytical study of five layouts of 13 flap-type WECs revealed that a 26 
slightly staggered arrangement achieved better power extraction in random seas than an in-line 27 
arrangement (Sarkar et al., 2014a). Besides, Sarker et al. (2014b) developed a mathematical model 28 
to address the problem of interaction between a flap-type WEC and a PA. Assuming a reasonably 29 
large distance of separation between the two WECs, the interaction between them by the 30 
evanescent modes of the disturbed potential were neglected. 31 
Apart from analytical methods, various numerical simulations have also been widely used in 32 
the study of wave farms, especially when the WECs have complicated geometries. Babarit (2010) 33 
modelled wave farms composed of two either surging or heaving WECs using the Boundary 34 
Element Method (BEM). The alteration of the absorbed power due to wave interaction effects was 35 
found to decrease with the square root of the spacing between the WECs. Later, Göteman et al. 36 
(2014) studied different methods of reducing the power output fluctuations of a wave farm of PAs, 37 
which included varying: the number of PAs, the separating distance between units, the incoming 38 
wave direction, etc. The influence of the interactions between bodies on the overall annual energy 39 
production of larger wave farms (consisting of 9 to 25 PAs) was assessed by Borgarino et al. 40 
(2012), and the results showed that constructive and destructive interactions compensated each 41 
other over the range of wave conditions considered. Penalba et al. (2017) treated the 42 
hydrodynamic interactions as a function of the spacing between the WECs; for arrays with very 43 
small spacings, interactions were highly destructive. De Andres et al. (2014) employed a 44 
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BEM-based model as well to analyse the influence of the array layout, WEC separation, number 1 
of WECs and wave directionality on the power absorption of wave farms composed of two-body 2 
heaving WECs. The BEM was also applied by Wu et al. (2017) to study the power capture 3 
performance of an array of solo Duck WECs. A better performance of this farm in capturing wave 4 
power was presented for the arrays with Duck WECs of smaller width. To investigate interaction 5 
of ocean waves with OWCs, Nader (2013) developed a fully numerical three dimensional (3D) 6 
finite-element model (FEM) in the framework of the inviscid potential flow theory. Although FEM 7 
is very limited in terms of computational domain size due to the computing resources required for 8 
the discretisation of the entire water volume, it was deemed better suited to the consideration of 9 
internal air pressure effects of OWC and weakly non-linear effects. A FEM-based software was 10 
later used by Renzi et al. (2014) to investigate the dynamics of a wave farm made by flap-type 11 
WECs in the nearshore, showing that the excitation torque could be maximized when the 12 
incident wave acts simultaneously and non-symmetric layouts could be detrimental to the 13 
array efficiency. More recently, a numerical wave tank based on 3D incompressible 14 
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with consideration of viscous, turbulent and 15 
non-linear effects was developed by Devolder et al. (2018) using the computational fluid 16 
dynamics (CFD) toolbox OpenFOAM to simulate the wave farm of heaving PAs. Numerical 17 
results of heave motion, surge excitation force and surface elevations of wave field agreed well 18 
with experimental ones. The far-field effects of wave farms are of interest too, not least in 19 
connection with the potential environmental impacts, and have been studied by means of 20 
numerical wave models such as SWAN and MIKE 21 (Venugopal and Smith, 2007; Carballo and 21 
Iglesias, 2013; Abanades et al., 2014; Iglesias and Carballo, 2014; Astariz and Iglesias, 2015a, 22 
2015b; Astariz et al., 2015; Abanades et al., 2015; López-Ruiz et al., 2018). 23 
In addition, experimental methods have been applied to investigate the performance of wave 24 
farms (e.g., Thomas et al., 2008; Weller et al., 2010; Haller et al., 2011; Rahm et al., 2012). 25 
Moreover, to improve the power extraction of wave farms, some researchers have focused on the 26 
control strategies of WEC arrays, e.g., Folley and Whittaker (2009), Cruz et al. (2010), De Backer 27 
et al. (2010), Bacelli and Ringwood (2013). 28 
To the authors’ knowledge, most of the previous research works, whether analytical, 29 
numerical or experimental, dealt with wave farms consisting of a single type of WEC (and mostly, 30 
also a single geometry). In this paper, the authors propose a hybrid wave farm, which is composed 31 
of both OWCs and PAs. The hydrodynamic study is the first step toward evaluating the 32 
motion/pressure response and performance of a hybrid wave farm in capturing wave power from 33 
ocean waves. In this work we develop a semi-analytical model for a hybrid wave farm consisting 34 
of any number of OWCs/PAs. The semi-analytical model is validated by comparing the results 35 
using different analytical approaches against numerical ones and is further adopted to evaluate 36 
effect of wave incident direction and spacing distance between WECs on hydrodynamic 37 
performance of the farm with two different deployment configurations. 38 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the governing equations and 39 
boundary conditions of both wave diffraction and radiation problems. Diffracted and radiated 40 
potentials are expressed and solved in Section 3. Expressions of wave excitation volume 41 
flux/forces and hydrodynamic coefficients are given in Section 4. The semi-analytical model is 42 
validated in Section 5 and then used to study the hydrodynamic performance of hybrid wave farms 43 
in Section 6. Conclusions are summarized in Section 7. 44 
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2. Mathematical model 1 
To study the hydrodynamic characteristics of the hybrid wave farm, we consider M OWCs 2 
and N PAs arbitrarily deployed on the free surface of a layer of liquid of finite depth h moving 3 
independently in the hybrid array (Fig. 1). For convenience, the index j (j=1, 2, …, M+N) is used 4 
to represent both OWC and PA. For j≤M, Float j represents OWC j, otherwise, Float j represents 5 
PA j-M. The submerged depth, the outer radius and the inner radius of Float j are denoted by dj, 6 
Rj,and Ri,j, respectively. For j>M, Float j represents a PA, resulting in a vanishing Ri,j. 7 
A general Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz is adopted, with the Oxy plane at the location of 8 
the mean water surface, and the Oz axis pointing upward. The origin point of coordinate O and the 9 
direction of the Ox axis may be specified arbitrarily in the mean water surface. The OWCs and 10 
PAs are subjected to a monochromatic incident wave train of small amplitude A and frequency ω 11 
propagating in the direction  relative to the positive Ox axis. Additionally, local cylindrical 12 
coordinate systems Omrmθm (m= 1, 2, … , M+N) centered on the origin of the OWCs and PAs are 13 
defined (see Fig. 1). The rotation center of Float n is (rm=0, z=zm) (m= 1, 2, … , M+N), which is 14 
used as a reference point to calculate the wave excitation forces and hydrodynamic coefficients in 15 
relation with rotary modes. The position of the origin of Float m may be written in terms of 16 
Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz as (xm, ym). 17 
For the purpose of analysis, the fluid is divided as follows (see Fig. 1b): (a) fluid domains 18 
beneath the OWCs and PAs, which are denoted as Region m (i.e., Ri,m≤rm≤Rm, -h≤z≤-dm) and 19 
Region j (i.e., rj≤Rj, -h≤z≤-dj, j=M+1, M+2, …, M+N), respectively; (b) fluid domains at the 20 
interior region of the OWCs and the rest of fluid outside, which are denoted as Region M+N+m 21 
(i.e., rm≤Ri,m, -h≤z≤0) and Region 2M+N+1 (i.e., rn≥Rn, -h≤z≤0), respectively. 22 
 23 
 24 
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 1 
Fig. 1.  Definition sketch: a) plan view; b) bird view. 2 
 3 
Generally, all OWCs and PAs in the hybrid wave farm are free to oscillate independently in 4 
six degrees of freedom. Assuming that the fluid is isotropic, incompressible and inviscid, and that 5 
the wave amplitude is small, linear potential flow theory may be adopted to describe the 6 
hydrodynamic problem. The total spatial velocity potential   may be decomposed into the 7 
incident, diffracted and radiated wave spatial potential as follows: 8 
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where I and D  are the incident and diffracted wave spatial potential, respectively; ,n j  is 
10 
the complex velocity amplitude of Float n oscillating in the j-th mode (j=1,2, …, 6, denotes the 11 
oscillation in surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch and yaw, respectively); 
,
R
n j is the spatial velocity 12 
potential due to a unit amplitude velocity oscillation of Float n in j-th mode; pn is the complex air 13 
pressure amplitude inside the chamber of OWC n; 
( )
R
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  is the spatial velocity potential due to 14 
unit air pressure oscillation inside the chamber of OWC n. 15 
The spatial velocity potential for the undisturbed incident waves with amplitude A and 16 
frequency ω propagating in the direction  relative to the positive Ox axis may be written as: 17 
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where Eq. (2a) and (2b) are written in the general Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz and the local 20 
cylindrical coordinate systems Onrnθn, respectively; k0 is the wave number, which satisfies the 21 
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dispersion relation ω2 = gk0 tanh(k0h); g is the acceleration of gravity; i is the imaginary unit; and 1 
Jm is the Bessel function of order m. 2 
The free-surface boundary condition and the body-boundary condition that D , R
j , and 3 
OWC
j  should satisfy are given as follows: 4 
Wave diffracted potentials: 5 
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Wave radiated potentials due to the oscillation of Float n in i-th mode: 9 
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Wave radiated potential due to the OWC air pressure oscillation inside the chamber of OWC 15 
n: 16 
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3. Semi-analytical solution to diffracted and radiated potentials 1 
3.1 Spatial potentials in subdomains 2 
For clarity, the spatial potentials D , 
,
R
n i  (n=1, 2, …, M+N), and ( )R
n
  (n=1, 2, …, M) 3 
in fluid subdomain Region j, can be written in a unified format as 
j
 , in which χ=’(0)’,’(n,i)’, 4 
and ’(n)’ represent the corresponding wave diffracted potential, the radiated potential due to the 5 
motion of Float n in i-th mode and the radiated potential due to the air pressure oscillation inside 6 
Float n’s chamber, respectively. In different regions, applying the variables separation method, the 7 
suitable general spatial potentials can be expressed by a complex Fourier series as follows: 8 
1) In Region j (j=1, 2, .., M+N) 9 
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Im is the modified Bessel function of first kind and order m; Km is the modified Bessel function of 15 
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which is given by  18 
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2) Region M+N+j (j=1, 2, .., M) 3 
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given by (Falnes, 2002)  8 
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3) Region 2M+N+1 14 
The suitable general spatial potential in Region 2M+N+1, can be decomposed into the 15 
summation of M+N cylindrical diffracted spatial potentials at the exterior domain as follows: 16 
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solved in Section 3.2;  1 
Graf’s addition theorem for Bessel functions (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964) is adopted here, 2 
thus 
2 1M N
 + +  can be expressed in the polar coordinates Ojrjjz as (Zheng and Zhang, 2015): 3 
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5 
3.2 Method of computation for unknown coefficients 6 
Expressions of the diffracted and radiated spatial potentials as given in Eqs. (12)~(22) in 7 
Sections 3.1 satisfy all the boundary conditions as shown in Eqs. (3)~(11) given in Section 2, 8 
except those on the interfaces of each two adjacent subdomains rj=Rj and rj=Ri,j. The conditions of 9 
continuity for pressure and normal velocity at rj=Rj and rj=Ri,j can be used to determine the 10 
unknown coefficients in Eqs. (12)~(22) for both diffracted and radiated spatial potentials. 11 
The continuity conditions for the spatial potentials are given as follows: 12 
1) Continuity of pressure at the boundary rj=Rj (j=1, 2, … M+N): 13 
 ( ) ( )2 1 , , , , , ,M N j j j j j j j jr z r z h z d r R    + + = −   − =   (23) 14 
2) Continuity of pressure at the boundary rj=Ri,j (j=1, 2, … M): 15 
 ( ) ( ) i,, , , , , ,M N j j j j j j j j jr z r z h z d r R    + + = −   − =    (24) 16 
3) Continuity of normal velocity at the boundary rj=Rj (j=1, 2, … M+N): 17 
For jh z d−   − , 18 
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4) Continuity of normal velocity at the boundary rj=Ri,j (j=1, 2, … M): 3 
For 
jh z d−   −  4 
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 (26b) 8 
Upon substituting the diffracted and radiated spatial potentials in Eqs. (12)~(22) into Eqs. (23) 9 
~ (26), utilizing the orthogonal properties of the functions cos(nθ), sin(nθ), and Zl(z) (Zheng and 10 
Zhang, 2015; 2016), and making some rearrangements, the diffracted spatial potentials and the 11 
radiated ones in each subdomain can be obtained by solving a matrix equation, in which the 12 
infinite series are truncated by choosing (2m0+1) terms (m=-m0, …, 0, …, m0) for ei
mθ functions 13 
and l0+1 terms (l=0, 1, 2, … l0) for Zl(z) and cos[βn,l(z+h)] functions. The brief derivation and the 14 
final complicated formulae for calculation of these unknown coefficients are given in Appendix A. 15 
4. Wave excitation volume flux/forces and hydrodynamic coefficients 16 
4.1 Wave excitation volume flux/forces 17 
Wave excitation volume flux is the upward flux at the water surface inside the OWC chamber 18 
due to the contributions of undisturbed incident wave and the diffracted wave when the dynamic 19 
air pressure is zero. Expression of the wave excitation volume flux can be written as 20 
( ) i
eRe e
n tF − 
 
, where, with utilization of Eq.(2) and Eq.(16), 21 
 22 
12 
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. (27) 2 
Wave excitation forces are the forces due to the incident wave acting on structures which are 3 
stationary. It can be computed from the incident wave potential and the diffracted potential 4 
(Finnegan et al., 2013). The generalized wave excitation force on Float n in i-th mode is 5 
, i
eRe e
n i tF −   , where 6 
 ( )
,
e I Di d
n
n i
i
S
F n s  = − + ,  (28) 7 
Sn represents the wet surface of Float n. 8 
4.2 Hydrodynamic coefficients 9 
When the water column inside the chamber or the floats oscillates in the absence of an 10 
incident wave, the radiated wave reacts with an upward flux at the water surface inside the OWC 11 
chamber, so-called radiation volume flux, and forces on the floats, so-called radiation forces. 12 
The complex amplitudes of radiation volume flux due unit amplitude velocity oscillation of 13 
Float n oscillating in i-th mode can be respectively written into imaginary and real parts as: 14 
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where 
( )
,
j
n ia  and 
( )
,
j
n ic  are the hydrodynamic coefficients. 
16 
Similarly, the complex amplitudes of the radiation force exerted on Float n’ in i’-th mode due 17 
to unit amplitude velocity oscillation of Float n oscillating in i-th mode can be respectively written 18 
in terms of hydrodynamic coefficients 
,
,
n i
n ia
 
 and 
,
,
n i
n ic
 
 as: 19 
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Similar expressions may be obtained for the complex amplitudes of radiation volume and the 21 
complex amplitude of radiation force exerted on n’ in i’-th mode due to unit air pressure 22 
oscillation inside the chamber of OWC n, and the corresponding hydrodynamic coefficients are 23 
denoted as ( )
( )j
n
a , ( )
( )j
n
c , and ( )
,n i
n
a
 
, ( )
,n i
n
c
 
, respectively. 24 
The method for calculating the hydrodynamic coefficients as given in Eqs. (29)~(30) is 25 
straightforward based on the definitions of radiation volume flux and radiation forces. To 26 
distinguish this method from the others proposed below (Section 4.3), it will be referred 27 
  13 
 
henceforth as the “direct method”. 1 
4.3 Hydrodynamic coefficients in terms of wave excitation volume flux/forces  2 
It is known that there is a Haskind relation between wave diffraction and radiation problems 3 
(Falnes, 2002), and therefore the hydrodynamic coefficients can be written in terms of wave 4 
excitation volume flux and wave excitation forces as: 5 
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where ‘*’ denotes the complex-conjugate, vg is the wave group velocity expressed as 10 
 
( )
g
2
1
2 sinh 2
kh
v
k kh
  
= + 
 
. (34) 11 
5. Model validation 12 
To validate the hydrodynamic analysis model, we consider a hybrid wave farm consisting of 13 
four truncated floats, in which two are OWCs and the other two are PAs (Fig. 2). All of these 14 
structures are half submerged in the water. Table 1 gives a list of the dimensions of the floats. In 15 
addition, the physical parameters such as the water depth h and the sea water density ρ are listed in 16 
Table 2. The reference rotation center of each float is set to (0, 0) in their own local cylindrical 17 
coordinate systems.  18 
 19 
14 
 
 1 
Fig. 2.  Top view of the hybrid wave farm consisting of two OWCs and two PAs. 2 
 3 
Table 1.  Basic parameters of the floats as shown in Fig. 2. (Units: m) 4 
 Float 1 Float 2 Float 3 Float 4 
Centre position, (xn, yn) (-7.0, 7.0) (7.0, -7.0) (-7.0, -7.0) (7.0, 7.0) 
Radius, Rn 4.0  5.0  3.0  4.0  
Inner radius, Ri,n 3.0 3.0 - - 
draft, dn 1.5  3.0  2.0  1.5  
 5 
Table 2.  Physical parameters 6 
water depth, h sea water density, ρ acceleration of gravity, g wave incoming direction, β 
20 m 1025 kg/m3 9.81 m/s2 30° 
 7 
The dimensionless quantities of the wave excitation volume flux/forces and hydrodynamic 8 
coefficients are defined by: 9 
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where R0 is a reference length, which is chosen as the average radius of the floats as R0=4.0 m for 11 
the case as given in Fig.2 and Table 1; j=2 for i =1~3; whereas j=3 for i =4~5. 12 
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where j=3 for (i, i’)=(1~3, 1~3); j=4 for (i, i’)=(1~3, 4~5) and (4~5, 1~3); whereas j=5 for (i, 14 
i’)=(4~5, 4~5). 15 
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where j=2 for i =1~3; whereas j=3 for i =4~5. 2 
A conventional BEM (Boundary Element Method) based commercial code, ANASYS AQWA 3 
(ANSYS AQWA, 2011), is adopted to study the wave diffraction and radiation problem from the 4 
same case as given in Fig. 2 and Table 1 as a comparison. The CPU time required to achieve the 5 
numerical simulation using 8916 wetted elements is about 16 mins for each frequency. 6 
The semi-analytical model described above has been implemented as a house developed 7 
computer code in FORTRAN programming language. In our computations for the case as given in 8 
Fig. 2 and Table 1, a convergence analysis is carried out to obtain accurate results using the 9 
eigen-series analysis. In Figs. 3 and 4, the convergence study of the wave excitation volume 10 
flux/forces and hydrodynamic coefficients are presented to illustrate the impact of the angular and 11 
vertical truncated cut-offs (i.e., in terms of m0 and l0), respectively. 12 
 13 
 14 
Fig. 3.  Impact of the angular cut-offs (i.e., in terms of m0) on wave excitation volume flux/forces, 15 
l0=30. (a) 
( )1
eF ; (b) 
1,1
eF ; (c) 
1,3
eF ; (d) 
1,5
eF . 16 
 17 
16 
 
 1 
Fig. 4.  Impact of the vertical cut-offs (i.e., in terms of l0) on hydrodynamic coefficients, m0=5. (a) 2 
( )
( )1
1
a ; (b) 
( )
( )1
1
c ; (c) 1,31,3a ; (d) 
1,3
1,3c ; (e) 
3,3
3,3a ; (f) 
3,3
3,3c . 3 
In order to obtain the converged results, m0≥4 and l0≥25 are suggested as learnt from Figs. 4 
3 and 4. Hereinafter, m0=5 and l0=30 are adopted. The CPU time required for solving the 5 
diffraction and radiation problem for each wave frequency is merely about 30 seconds by the 6 
semi-analytical model, providing a more efficient tool than numerical models. 7 
The semi-analytical and numerical results for wave diffraction and radiation are presented 8 
below. 9 
 10 
 11 
  17 
 
5.1 Wave diffraction 1 
The results for wave diffraction problem are plotted in Fig. 5. 2 
 3 
18 
 
 1 
Fig. 5.  Wave excitation volume fluxes and excitation forces acting on Floats 1~4 in surge, heave 2 
  19 
 
and pitch modes for β=π/6. (a) 
( )
e
n
F ; (b) 
( )
e
n
 ; (c) ,1e
nF ; (d) ,1e
n ; (e) ,3e
nF ; (f) ,3e
n ; (g) 1 
,5
e
nF ; (h) ,5e
n . lines: semi-analytical results; symbols: numerical results. 2 
The good agreement between the semi-analytical results and numerical ones verifies the 3 
correctness of the semi-analytical model in solving wave diffraction problem of the hybrid wave 4 
farm. 5 
5.2 Wave radiation  6 
The results for wave radiation problem are illustrated in Fig. 6. 7 
 8 
20 
 
Fig. 6.  Hydrodynamic coefficients of Float 1 and Float 3. (a) 
( )
( )1
n
a  and ( )
1
,3na ; (b) ( )
( )1
n
c  and ( )
1
,3nc ; 1 
(c) ( )
1,3
n
a  and 1,3,3na ; (d) ( )
1,3
n
c  and 1,3,3nc ; (e) ( )
3,3
1
a  and 3,3,3na ; (f) ( )
3,3
1
c  and 3,3,3nc .  lines: 2 
semi-analytical results using direct method; symbols: semi-analytical results using Haskind 3 
relation (
( )1
,3na , ( )
,3n
n
a
 , ( )
( )n
n
c

) and numerical results(
,3
,3
n
na

, 
,3
,3
n
nc

). 4 
According to Eqs. (31)~(33), there are relationships 5 
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7 
which are also satisfied as shown in Fig. 6. 8 
The good agreement between the semi-analytical results using different approaches and 9 
numerical ones shows that the semi-analytical model works pretty well in dealing with wave 10 
radiation problem by the hybrid wave farm. 11 
6. Results and discussion 12 
The geometries of OWCs and PAs used in the hybrid wave farms to be studied are selected as 13 
those previously adopted by Nader (2013), Konispoliatis and Mavrakos (2016) and Göteman 14 
(2017), respectively. Details of the parameters are given in Table 3. The reference length is chosen 15 
as R0=0.2h. 16 
 17 
Table 3.  Basic parameters of the OWCs and PAs. 18 
Float Rn/h Ri,n/h dn/h 
PAs 0.14  - 0.024  
OWCs 0.25  0.2  0.2  
 19 
Two different array configurations of a hybrid wave farm consisting of two OWCs and two 20 
PAs, denoted as ＃H1 and ＃H2, respectively (Fig. 7), will be examined in this section. The 21 
OWCs and PAs are placed at the angles of a square. The distance between the devices in the same 22 
row or column is denoted by L. 23 
 24 
  21 
 
 1 
Fig. 7.  Two configurations of the hybrid wave farm consisting of two OWCs and two PAs: (a)＃2 
H1; (b)＃H2. 3 
6.1 Effect of incident wave direction 4 
In this subsection, the effect of the incident wave direction (β) on the hydrodynamic 5 
performance of the hybrid wave farm is studied. The hydrodynamic coefficients are independent 6 
of β, as indicated in Sections 2~4; nevertheless, the wave excitation volume flux/forces are 7 
strongly dependent upon β. 8 
Figure 8 presents the response of the wave excitation volume flux and heave wave excitation 9 
forces exerted on the OWCs/PAs in the hybrid wave farm #H1 for different β and kh, L/h =0.75. 10 
Since #H1 is symmetric with respect to the x-axis, wave conditions with β ranging from 0 to π can 11 
be used to represent the wave incoming from all directions. It can be learnt from Figs. 8a and 8b 12 
that 
( )1
eF  and 
( )2
eF  are both independent of β for kh<2.5. For kh<1.5 and kh>5.5, both 
( )1
eF  and 13 
( )2
eF  are less than 1.0 regardless of β. Effect of β mainly occurs at 2.5<kh<5.0. When incident 14 
waves come from either the side of the two OWCs or the side of the two PAs, i.e., β=0 and π, the 15 
frequency response of 
( )1
eF , i.e., 
( )1
eF -kh curve, reaches the peak value of 9.13 and 10.68, 16 
respectively, both at kh=3.4. For 0.25π<β<0.75π, the main peak value of 
( )1
eF  occurs around kh 17 
=3.1. This may be explained from the view of the “effective length” of wave diffraction distance. 18 
The incident and diffracted waves (including from the other WECs) act on the WEC 19 
simultaneously. For β=0 and π, such diffracted waves from PA 2 contribute a great deal to 
( )1
eF ; 20 
thus, the effective diffracted length is recognized as the distance between OWC 1 and PA 2, i.e., L. 21 
While for 0.25π<β<0.75π, the waves diffracted from PA 1 play more important roles in 
( )1
eF , 22 
leading to a larger effective diffracted length, i.e., 2 L. The larger the wave diffraction distance, 23 
the incident and diffracted waves are more likely to stack up and boost up at a smaller kh. This 24 
22 
 
rule also applies to 
( )2
eF , as given in Fig. 8b. Different from the strong dependence of the peak 1 
value of 
( )1
eF -kh curve on β, the peak values of the frequency response of 
( )2
eF  for 2 
0.25π<β<0.75π are all around 13.3. Because of the symmetrical property of #H1, the heave wave 3 
excitation forces/volume flux of OWC 1 and PA 1 are the same as those of OWC 2 and PA 2, 4 
respectively, when β=0 and π, which is readily seen in Fig. 8. 5 
 6 
 7 
Fig. 8.  Wave excitation volume flux/forces of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H1 versus kh 8 
and β for L/h=0.75: (a) 
( )1
eF ; (b) 
( )2
eF ; (c) 
1,3
eF ; (d) 
2,3
eF ; (e) 
3,3
eF ; (f) 
4,3
eF . 9 
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 1 
Figures 8c and 8d illustrate that for most β, as kh increases from 0.1 to 6.0, both of the 2 
excitation heave forces acting on the two OWCs ( 1,3
eF  and 
2,3
eF ) first decrease from 1.76 and 3 
then increase to a peak, after which they rapidly drop to zero at kh =3.7. As kh keeps increasing, 4 
1,3
eF  and 
2,3
eF  rise and stay at a relatively stable low value at 4.0 < kh < 6.0. The peak values of 5 
1,3
eF -kh curves are 1.03, 1.68, 2.10, 1.34 and 1.21 at kh =3.14, 3.08, 3.08, 3.02, and 3.20, 6 
respectively, for β=0, 0.25π, 0.5π, 0.75π and π. While the peaks of 2,3
eF -kh curves for 7 
0.25π<β<0.75π almost coincide with each other at kh =3.14, with peak values around 2.10. 8 
As shown in Figs. 8e and 8f, the heave excitation forces acting on the two PAs are strongly 9 
affected by β. Rapid drops and rises of 3,3
eF  and 
4,3
eF  versus kh occur at 2.5 < kh < 4.0, and the 10 
changing amplitude and kh for which such rapid changes occur are both strongly influenced by β. 11 
For long waves, i.e., 1.0 < kh < 2.0, generally the larger the value of β, the larger the 3,3
eF . As a 12 
comparison, although the largest value of 4,3
eF  (see Fig. 8f) in long waves also appears at β=π, 13 
the smallest occurs at 0.25π<β<0.5π rather than β=0, which is induced by the shading effect of 14 
OWC 1 and OWC 2 in front of PA 2. For short waves, i.e., 4.2 < kh < 5.9, 4,3
eF  around β=0.96π is 15 
much larger than those in other situations. Whereas 3,3
eF  at β≈0.5π is even larger than that for 16 
β=0.96π, which could be due to the large waves diffracted from OWC 2. 17 
The wave excitation volume flux and heave wave excitation forces acting on the OWCs/PAs 18 
in hybrid wave farm #H2 for different incident wave directions and wave numbers are plotted in 19 
Fig. 9. Because of the symmetrical deployment of #H2, -0.25π≤β≤0.25π is selected to represent 20 
the entire range of incident wave directions (from –π to π). Due to the symmetry, we have 
( )1
eF =21 
( )2
eF , and 
1,3
eF =
2,3
eF  for β=π/4, which is readily seen in Figs. 9a~9d. As β increases from -0.25π 22 
to 0.25π, the peak value of the frequency response of 
( )1
eF  and the corresponding kh both turn 23 
larger and larger. The peak value of 
( )1
eF can be larger than 16.0, which occurs at kh=3.32 when 24 
0.18π≤β≤0.25π. 25 
 26 
24 
 
 1 
Fig. 9.  Wave excitation volume flux/forces of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H2 versus kh 2 
and β for L/h=0.75: (a) 
( )1
eF ; (b) 
( )2
eF ; (c) 
1,3
eF ; (d) 
2,3
eF ; (e) 
3,3
eF ; (f) 
4,3
eF . 3 
 4 
The behavior of 
( )2
eF  as given in Fig. 9b is rather different from that of 
( )1
eF . There are two 5 
peaks in the contour-plot of 
( )2
eF  in the plane of kh-β: one appears at kh=3.14, β=-0.25π; the 6 
other one occurs at kh=3.32, β=0.25π. Note that for β=-0.25π, the incident waves propagate along 7 
the diagonal line from OWC 1 to OWC 2, nevertheless it is found that 
( )2
eF >
( )1
eF  for 2.7<kh<3.5. 8 
  25 
 
That is to say, the excitation volume flux of lee-side OWC is larger that of the sea-side one in 1 
these wave conditions. This could be caused by the diffracted waves from the two PAs toward 2 
OWC 2. A similar behavior is also observed with 1,3
eF  and 
2,3
eF  (Figs. 9c and 9d). 3 
Because of the symmetry of #H2, 3,3
eF =
4,3
eF  is satisfied for β=-0.25π (Figs. 9e and 9f). For 4 
kh < 2.0, as β increases from -0.25π to 0.25π, 3,3
eF  increases, whereas 
4,3
eF  decreases. For 2.5 < 5 
kh < 4.0, the peak value of 4,3
eF  is a mere 1.30 at kh=3.32, β=-0.16π, in contrast to the peak value 6 
of 3,3
eF , which is 2.69 at kh=3.32, β=0.25π. For kh>4.0, a peak of 
3,3
eF  appears at kh=4.99, 7 
β=-0.06π. In the same range of kh, 4,3
eF  around β=0 is more likely to have a large value because 8 
of the influence by the waves diffracted from OWC 2, and the smaller the kh, the larger the 4,3
eF . 9 
To have a more clear view of the effect of β on the wave excitation forces/volume flux, the 10 
results versus β for two wave conditions, i.e., kh=3.3 and 5.0, for configurations #H1 and #H2 are 11 
also plotted in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. 12 
 13 
 14 
Fig. 10.  Wave excitation volume flux/forces of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H1 versus β 15 
for kh=3.3 and 5.0, L/h=0.75: (a) 
( )1
eF , 
( )2
eF ; (b) 
1,3
eF , 
2,3
eF ; (c) 
3,3
eF , 
4,3
eF . 16 
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 1 
 2 
Fig. 11.  Wave excitation volume flux/forces of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H2 versus β 3 
for kh=3.3 and 5.0, L/h=0.75: (a) 
( )1
eF , 
( )2
eF ; (b) 
1,3
eF , 
2,3
eF ; (c) 
3,3
eF , 
4,3
eF . 4 
 5 
For #H1 in wave conditions with kh=3.3 (see Fig.10a), the wave excitation volume flux of 6 
sea-side OWC (OWC 2) is always larger than that of the lee-side one (OWC 1), i.e., 
( )2
eF >
( )1
eF . 7 
The largest value of 
( )2
eF  is 12.36 occurring at β=0.84π, and the smallest value of 
( )1
eF  is only 8 
2.88 when β=0.75π. Note the largest value of 
( )1
eF  is 10.17, occurring at β=π, where due to the 9 
symmetrical property of #H1 about the x-axis, 
( )2
eF  has the same value as well. Variations of 10 
( )1
eF  and 
( )2
eF  with β change a lot for different wave numbers. For kh=5.0, the wave excitation 11 
volume flux of lee-side OWC is found to be larger than that of the sea-side one when 0<β<0.24π 12 
and 0.76π<β<1.0π. The largest and the least values of the wave excitation volume flux in #H1 13 
both happen on the lee-side OWC, which are 
( )1
eF =1.15 and 0.51, occurring at β=0.05π and 0.27π, 14 
respectively. 15 
Variation of ,3e
jF (j=1,2) with β as shown in Fig.10b presents a similar trend with that of 16 
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( )
e
j
F -β. Nevertheless, variation of ,3
e
jF (j=3, 4) with β as given in Fig.10c is rather different 1 
compared with 
( )
e
j
F -β and ,3
e
jF (j=1,2)-β. For kh=3.3, 3,3eF  and 
4,3
eF  reach their least values at 2 
β=0.19π and 0.33π, respectively. As β increases from 0.33π to π, the heave excitation forces acting 3 
on the two PAs both increase and achieve their highest level at 0.85π<β≤π. For kh=5.0 with β 4 
varying from 0 to 0.5π, 4,3
eF  stays at a rather stable level around 0.6, whereas 
3,3
eF  dramatically 5 
fluctuates between 0.46 and 1.27. This can be explained by the strong shadowing effect of the two 6 
OWCs in front of the two PAs. 7 
As given in Fig.11, for #H2 in which the two OWCs and PAs are deployed diagonally, as the 8 
incident direction of the waves with kh=3.3 increases from -0.25π to 0.25π, the excitation volume 9 
flux of sea-side OWC, i.e., 
( )1
eF , increases monotonically from 4.69 and reaches its largest value 10 
of 16.27 at 0.2π<β≤0.25π. The peak value of 
( )2
eF  occurs in such range of β as well (β=0.25π 11 
exactly), while the least one is obtained at β=0.01 π, rather than β=-0.25π. For kh=5.0, both 
( )1
eF  12 
and 
( )2
eF  reach their minimum at β=0.25π. The results of 
,3
e
jF (j=1,2) varying with β for kh=3.3 13 
and 5.0 as plotted in Fig. 11b show similar trends with those of 
( )
e
j
F -β. As illustrated in Fig.11c, 14 
for kh =3.3, the heave excitation force acting on sea-side PA (PA 1), i.e., 3,3eF , reaches the 15 
maximum value 2.62 at β=0.25π due to strong wave reflection from the two OWCs. The 16 
maximum value of 4,3eF  for kh=3.3 is observed at β=-0.17π. Note the minimum value of 
4,3
eF  17 
occurring at β=0.07π for kh=3.3 is merely 0.11. For such situation, incident waves are nearly 18 
entirely reflected by the two OWCs and the sea-side PA, and only a tiny fraction propagate 19 
through lee-side PA. The variation trend of 3,3eF -β for kh=5.0 is found to be approximately 20 
opposite of that for kh=3.3, revealing that the diffraction effect of the WECs for different β is 21 
significantly dependent on wave numbers. 22 
From the over view of Fig.10 for kh=3.3, 
( )
e
j
F  and ,3e
jF  are all at a pretty large level at β=π, 23 
where more wave power could be absorbed by hybrid wave farm #H1. For #H2 with kh=3.3, 24 
β=0.25π might be a better choice, for 
( )
e
j
F  and ,3e
jF  are rather large with such wave incident 25 
direction as shown in Fig. 11. 26 
6.2 Effect of WEC spacing 27 
It will be shown in this section that the device spacing, i.e., the distance between two WECs 28 
in the same row or column (L), also plays a significant role. We have learnt from Section 6.1 that 29 
β=π and 0.25π are good choices for hybrid wave farms #H1 and #H2, respectively, for certain 30 
28 
 
specified wave conditions (e.g., kh=3.3) and L/h=0.75. In this section we discuss the effect of L/h 1 
on the performance of wave farms with β=π and 0.25π employed for #H1 and #H2, separately. 2 
Both wave excitation volume flux/forces and hydrodynamic coefficients are affected by the 3 
variation of the deployment of the WECs in the farm, including the spacing distance between them. 4 
#H1 suffering from incident waves with β=π and #H2 encountering incoming waves with β=0.25π 5 
with the employment of L/h ranging from 0.75 to 1.75 are both considered, as shown in Figs. 6 
12~15. 7 
 8 
 9 
Fig. 12.  Wave excitation volume flux/forces of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H1 versus 10 
kh and L/h for β=π: (a) 
( )1
eF ; (b) 
1,3
eF ; (c) 
3,3
eF . 11 
 12 
  29 
 
 1 
Fig. 13.  Wave excitation volume flux/forces of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H2 versus 2 
kh and L/h for β=0.25π: (a) 
( )1
eF ; (b) 
1,3
eF ; (c) 
3,3
eF ;(d) 
4,3
eF . 3 
 4 
As illustrated in Fig.12, 
( )1
eF  is strongly influenced by wave number, especially when kh 5 
ranges from 2.5 to 4.0. For any specified value of L/h, there is a peak of frequency response of 6 
( )1
eF  occurring at 3.0<kh<3.5. Effect of L/h is mainly observed on the peak of frequency response 7 
of 
( )1
eF  in terms of the peak value and also the corresponding kh where the peak occurs. The peak 8 
values of 
( )1
eF -kh curves for L/h=0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 and 1.75 are 10.68, 15.49, 15.52, 14.55 and 9 
12.13, occurring at kh=3.38, 3.26, 3.20, 3.20 and 3.14, respectively. It is indicated that with 10 
increase of L/h, the peak value of 
( )1
eF -kh curve first increases and then decreases, whereas the kh 11 
corresponding to the peak decreases all the time, reflecting the rule of wave diffraction distance as 12 
discussed previously in Section 6.1. A similar variation trend of the peak in terms of both peak 13 
amplitude and the corresponding kh with L/h also applies to 1,3
eF  (see Fig. 12b). It is also 14 
observed from the data of Fig.12b that 1,3
eF  vanishes at kh =3.7, regardless the value of L/h. For a 15 
30 
 
given value of kh between 0.1 and 6.0, 3,3
eF  varies significantly with L/h (see Fig. 12c), 1 
indicating a strong dependence of 3,3
eF  on L/h. Take kh=3.3 as an example, as L/h increases from 2 
0.75 to 1.75, 3,3
eF  decreases from 1.62 rapidly and then increases dramatically after reaching the 3 
minimum value of 0.03 at L/h=0.95. As L/h keeps increasing, a peak value of 3,3
eF , 1.46, is 4 
obtained at L/h =1.27, after which 3,3
eF  turns smaller and smaller. 5 
For #H2 with β=0.25π, incident waves propagate along the symmetrical line of the two 6 
OWCs; thus, 
( )1
eF  and 
1,3
eF  (Figs. 13a and 13b) also apply to OWC 2. Compared with the other 7 
values of L/h, L/h=0.8 and 0.87 lead to the larger peaks of the 
( )1
eF -kh and 
1,3
eF -kh curves, 8 
respectively, both occurring around kh=3.3. For such cases, the distance between OWC and PA 9 
(i.e., L) is approximately equal to a half of the wave length. Therefore, the diffracted waves from 10 
PAs could greatly contribute the improvement of both 
( )1
eF  and 
1,3
eF . Figures 13c and 13d 11 
present the contour plots of the heave excitation forces acting on the sea-side and lee-side PAs, i.e., 12 
3,3
eF  and 
4,3
eF , respectively. For 2.0<kh<6.0 and 0.75<L/h<1.75, as shown in Fig. 13d, the largest 13 
value of 4,3
eF  is a mere 1.12. By contrast, in the same range of kh and L/h, the peak value of 
3,3
eF  14 
reaches 2.69 at kh=3.32 and L/h =0.76. 15 
Figures 14 and 15 show the hydrodynamic coefficients in heave mode for configurations #H1 16 
and #H2, respectively. The variation of 
( )
( )1
1
a  with kh presents a curve in “N” shape (Figs. 14a and 17 
15a). For kh tending to 0, 
( )
( )1
1
a  tends to 0 too. As kh increases, 
( )
( )1
1
a  first increases, up to a 18 
maximum at at kh = 3.0, and then drops abruptly to negative values. As kh keeps increasing, 
( )
( )1
1
a  19 
increases again and tends to stay at a relatively stable level. As a comparison, the 
( )
( )1
1
c -kh curve 20 
presents only one extreme (maximum), 
( )
( )1
1
c  is positive all the time, and 
( )
( )1
1
c  tends to 0 both for 21 
for kh tending to 0 and ∞ (Figs. 14b and 15b). It is observed that the peak of 
( )
( )1
1
c  and the jump of 22 
( )
( )1
1
a  occurs at the same wave condition kh=3.2. Furthermore, the peak of 
( )
( )1
1
c  bears relation to 23 
the jump behaviour of 
( )
( )1
1
a . Similar results have also been reported in radiation problems of 24 
oscillating bodies in channels (Linton and Evans, 1993) and open cylinders (Nokob and Yeung, 25 
2015), in which heuristic arguments were given by plotting the trace of the complex force 26 
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coefficient (
( )
( )1
1
c +i
( )
( )1
1
a  for the present case) in the radiation damping-added mass plane (
( )
( )1
1
c -
( )
( )1
1
a  1 
plane for the present case). Similar observations were reported by Sarkar et al. (2015) for the case 2 
of a flap-type WEC in front of a vertical straight coast. The effect of L/h on 
( )
( )1
1
a  and 
( )
( )1
1
c  is 3 
mainly found at 3.0<kh<4.0, where the sharp change of 
( )
( )1
1
a  and the peak of 
( )
( )1
1
c  occur. The 4 
peak value of 
( )
( )1
1
c  for #H2 with L/h =1.0 is 47.86, much larger than that for #H2 with any other 5 
value of L/h and also larger than that for #H1. For the remaining wave conditions, 
( )
( )1
1
a  and 
( )
( )1
1
c  6 
are found to be nearly independent of L/h. 7 
32 
 
 1 
Fig. 14.  Hydrodynamic coefficients of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H1 versus kh for 2 
different L/h: (a) 
( )
( )1
1
a ; (b) 
( )
( )1
1
c ; (c) 
1,3
1,3a ;(d) 
1,3
1,3c ; (e) 
3,3
3,3a ;(f) 
3,3
3,3c . 3 
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 1 
Fig. 15.  Hydrodynamic coefficients of the WECs in the hybrid wave farm #H2 versus kh for 2 
different L/h: (a) 
( )
( )1
1
a ; (b) 
( )
( )1
1
c ; (c) 
1,3
1,3a ;(d) 
1,3
1,3c ; (e) 
3,3
3,3a ;(f) 
3,3
3,3c . 3 
 4 
For 
1,3
1,3a  and 
1,3
1,3c , as shown in Figs. 14c, 14d and 15c, 15d, their spikes occur 5 
approximately at kh=3.2, as with 
( )
( )1
1
c  and 
( )
( )1
1
a . The height of the spike in 1,31,3c  and the total 6 
extent of 1,31,3a  are also found to be nearly equal. Apart from the range 3.0<kh<4.0, a limited 7 
influence of L/h may also be observed for 1.5<kh<3.0. Regardless of #H1 and #H2, note 
1,3
1,3c  for 8 
34 
 
L/h =0.75 is obviously larger than those for the other values of L/h at 1.5<kh<2.5. In Figs. 14e, 14f 1 
and 15e, 15f, both 
3,3
3,3a  and 
3,3
3,3c  are found significantly dependent on L/h for most wave 2 
conditions, which is very different compared the influence of L/h on 
( )
( )1
1
a , 
( )
( )1
1
c , 
1,3
1,3a  and 
1,3
1,3c . 3 
This can be explained from the view of submerge depth difference between OWC and PA. The 4 
submerged depth of OWC is 0.2h, one order of magnitude larger than that of PA (d=0.024h). 5 
Therefore, the radiated waves induced by the heave motion of the OWC chamber (or air pressure 6 
fluctuation) are generally much weaker than those induced by the PA oscillating in heave mode 7 
with the same amplitude. Consequently, the diffraction of those small radiated waves caused by 8 
OWC chamber heave motion (or air pressure fluctuation) within the hybrid wave farm is 9 
negligible for most wave conditions. As a result, effect of L/h is mainly found on 
3,3
3,3a  and 
3,3
3,3c  10 
rather than on 
( )
( )1
1
a , 
( )
( )1
1
c , 
1,3
1,3a  and 
1,3
1,3c . 11 
7. Conclusions 12 
In this paper, a hybrid wave farm consisting of two types of WEC, OWCs and PAs, was 13 
proposed for the first time, and its interaction with the wave field was investigated by means of a 14 
semi-analytical model based on linear potential flow theory. The OWCs and PAs are truncated 15 
cylinders with and without moonpools, respectively, and have different outer radius, inner radius, 16 
draft and mass. It was assumed that the velocity potential at any fluid point can be written as a 17 
sum of wave incident potential, diffracted potential and radiated potentials due to the oscillation of 18 
the OWCs/PAs and the pressure fluctuation of the air inside the OWC chambers. The entire water 19 
domain was divided into the subdomains beneath the OWCs/PAs, those enclosed by the OWC 20 
chambers extended to the seabed, and the rest outside OWCs/PAs. By means of the method of 21 
separation of variables, the diffracted and radiated spatial velocity potentials in the different 22 
subdomains were described by a series of Fourier functions with unknown coefficients, which 23 
were determined by adopting the continuity conditions of pressure and velocity between adjacent 24 
subdomains, together with the eigen-function matching method. Once the diffraction and radiation 25 
problems had been solved, the wave excitation volume flux/forces were directly evaluated with 26 
incident and diffracted potentials. The hydrodynamic coefficients were calculated from the 27 
radiated potentials directly, and some of them were also obtained indirectly by integrating the 28 
wave excitation volume flux/forces over the entire range of incident wave directions based on the 29 
Haskind relation.  30 
For validation, this semi-analytical model was used to solve the wave diffraction and 31 
radiation problems of a hybrid wave farm case consisting of two OWCs and two PAs with 32 
arbitrarily specified scales. Excellent agreement is obtained with the numerical results from a 33 
BEM software. 34 
Upon validation, the model was applied to investigate the hydrodynamic performance of two 35 
configurations of a hybrid wave farm consisting of two OWCs and two PAs, the scales of which 36 
are selected from previous researchers Nader (2013), Konispoliatis and Mavrakos (2016) and 37 
Göteman (2017), respectively, i.e., PA: Rn/h=0.14, dn/h=0.024; OWC: Rn/h=0.25, Ri,n/h=0.2, 38 
dn/h=0.2. The two configurations are: #H1, with the two WECs of the same type (either OWC or 39 
PA) on the same row, and #H2, with one OWC and one PA on each row. We examined how the 40 
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incident wave direction (β) and spacing , i.e., length of the square side line (L), affect the wave 1 
excitation volume flux/forces and hydrodynamic coefficients.  2 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 3 
(i) For configuration #H2 and L/h=0.75, when the incident waves propagate along the 4 
diagonal line of the two OWCs, the excitation volume flux and the heave excitation force acting 5 
on the lee side OWC is larger than those acting on the wind side OWC for 2.5 < kh < 3.5. This 6 
could be due to the waves diffracted from the two PAs toward the lee side OWC.  7 
(ii) For kh = 3.3 and L/h = 0.75, the heave wave excitation forces acting on each OWC/PA 8 
and the volume flux of each OWC in configuration #H1 are all at a rather large level when 9 
incident waves propagate from the side of PAs, i.e., β=π, hence configuration #H1 is expected to 10 
absorb more wave power under that incident wave direction. For #H2 with kh=3.3 and L/h=0.75, 11 
β=0.25π is a better choice. 12 
(iii) For configuration #H1 under waves with β=π, as L/h increases from 0.75 to 1.75, the 13 
peak values of 
( )1
eF -kh first increase and then decrease, whereas the kh corresponding to the peak 14 
value decreases all the time. A similar trend of the peak in terms of both peak amplitude and the 15 
corresponding kh with L/h also applies to 1,3
eF . 16 
(iv) For a hybrid wave farm with the submerged depth of OWC much larger than that of PA, 17 
changing L/h has a greater influence on 
3,3
3,3a  and 
3,3
3,3c  compared with those on ( )
( )1
1
a , 
( )
( )1
1
c , 
1,3
1,3a  18 
and 
1,3
1,3c . 19 
In sum, the semi-analytical model proposed in this paper was proven to be accurate and 20 
effective for assessing the wave excitation volume flux/forces and hydrodynamic coefficients of 21 
OWCs and PAs in a hybrid wave farm, and provides a more efficient method compared with a 22 
numerical model. The development of this model is the first step toward analytically evaluating 23 
the motion/pressure response and performance of a hybrid wave farm in capturing wave power 24 
from ocean waves, which is the topic of our next paper. Note energy dissipation might be 25 
induced around the sharp corners, while in this paper, such effect was assumed to be 26 
negligible. 27 
 28 
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Appendix A. Derivation process of the formulas and calculation for the unknown coefficients of 35 
both diffracted and radiated potentials 36 
Substitute the diffracted spatial potentials in Eqs. (12)~(22) and wave incident potential given 37 
in Eq.(2b) into Eqs. (23)~(24), then after multiplying both sides by ( )i ,e cosn n z h


−  +   and 38 
integrating for  0,2πn   and  , nz h d − − , we get: 39 
36 
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Similarly, substitute the diffracted spatial potentials in Eqs. (12)~(22) and wave incident 8 
potential given in Eq.(2b) into Eqs. (25)~(26), after multiplying both sides by ( )ie n Z z 
−
 and 9 
integrating for  0,2πn   and  ,0z h − , we have: 10 
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2(2M+N)(2m0+1)(l0+1) complex linear equations with an equal number of unknown 2 
coefficients can be obtained from Eqs.(A1), (A2), (A7) and (A8) after truncation of eimθ 3 
(m=-m0, …, 0, …, m0), Zl(z) and cos[βn,l(z+h)] (l=0, 1, 2, … L0)  functions. Therefore, the 4 
unknown coefficients can be easily calculated by solving the complex 2(2M+N)(2m0+1)(l0+1) 5 
order linear matrix equation. 6 
For the radiated spatial potentials due to float oscillation of all the floats and air pressure 7 
oscillation inside the OWC chambers, similar expressions can also be derived. Derivation shows 8 
that the diffracted and radiated spatial potentials share the same 2(2M+N)(2m0+1)(l0+1) order 9 
linear complex coefficient matrix, hence wave diffraction and wave radiation problems can be 10 
solved simultaneously. 11 
 12 
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